The conditions for the storage device that needs to be equipped in the controller equipped in an MCA control station which performs MCA land mobile communication, a directive station, a land mobile station, or a radio station which performs communication, etc. for testing MCA land mobile communication equipment shall be stipulated as follows based on the provisions of Article 49.7 item 2 of the Ordinance Regulating Radio Equipment (Radio Regulatory Commission Regulations No. 18 of 1950).

Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications Announcement No. 349 of 1990 (the Announcement prescribing the conditions for the storage device that needs to be equipped in the controller equipped in an MCA control station which performs MCA land mobile communication, a directive station, a land mobile station, or a radio station which performs communication, etc. for testing MCA land mobile communication equipment) shall be repealed.

1. The conditions for the storage device of an MCA control station or a radio station which performs communication, etc. for testing MCA land mobile communication equipment (limited to the radio station which shares the transmitting device with an MCA control station)

   The regional bureau of telecommunications (which refers to a comprehensive communication station or the Okinawa Comprehensive Communication Office; the same applies hereafter) code of the radio station where the radio station is installed, the system (which refers to a communication network which consists of one control channel and a speech channel controlled by the said control channel; the same applies hereafter) code and the user code of the land mobile station and directive station which are the party on the other end of communication (which refers to a regional bureau of telecommunications code, a system code, and a group (which refers to a group of directive stations and land mobile stations which perform communication, or a group of land mobile stations; the same applies hereafter)) code shall be capable of being stored.

2. The conditions for the storage device of a land mobile station, a directive station, or a radio station which performs communication, etc. for testing land mobile communication equipment (except the radio station which shares the transmitting device with an MCA control station)

   The user code of the radio station where the radio equipment is installed, the regional bureau of telecommunications code of an MCA control station which is the party on the other end of communication, the system code and the code of a specified frequency shall be capable of stored.